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Abstract
Microchip electrophoresis (MCE) is one of the versatile separation techniques in microfluidic systems since MCE has remarkable advantages such as high resolution, rapid analysis, small consumptions of samples and reagents, and high integratability to other chemical operations on planer substrate. However, there still remains a significant problem about a poor sensitivity due to a short optical pathlength and extremely small volume of analytes introduced into the separation channel. To overcome this drawback, a lot of on-line sample preconcentration methods have been developed and applied to MCE for improving the sensitivity. In this review, the author highlights recent progresses on combinations of chemical operations integrated onto microfluidic devices for enhancing a detector signal, e.g., solid phase extraction (SPE), affinity capturing, electrokinetic filtrating/trapping, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with MCE mainly from 2009. The other integrated techniques and methods which are expected to be combined with MCE are also introduced briefly.
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1. Introduction
In micro total analysis system (µTAS), various chemical/physical operations are integrated into microchannels fabricated on a planar substrate for realizing high-performance analyses using microfluidic devices [1–4]. Among the previously reported operations in microfluidic systems, microchip electrophoresis (MCE) is expected as a versatile separation method since the electroosmotic flow (EOF), which is generated by an electric double layer of an inner surface of the microchannel, is not affected by down-sizing effect of the channel, whereas a back pressure of hydrodynamic flows dramatically increases upon decreasing the size of a channel [1]. Furthermore, MCE has a lot of useful separation modes, e.g., isotachophoresis, isoelectric focusing, gel electrophoresis, electrokinetic chromatography, electrophoroc chromatography, and so on, which allows a wide variety of analytes to be well resolved with a short analysis time and small consumptions of samples/reagents [5–8]. On the other hand, a poor sensitivity of MCE due to its short optical pathlength and/or extremely small amounts of analytes are sometimes problematic. To overcome this drawback, many researchers have been studied on developments of on-line sample preconcentration techniques in electrophoretic analysis as lots of reviews were already reported [9–12]. In this paper, the author focused on basic studies on sample preconcentrators in microfluidics and recent developments of sensitive MCE analyses by on-line integration with preconcentrators related on solid phase extraction (SPE) [13–22], affinity capturing [23–32], filtrating devices [33–47], polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [48–65], and so on [66, 67], onto the microfluidic devices. Additionally, some novel techniques which are expected to be combined with MCE are also listed to
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contribute to a future progress in MCE [68−75].

2. Solid phase extraction and related techniques

SPE is one of extraction methods using an interaction between analytes and solid phase immobilized onto a packed beads, monolithic structure, inner surface of a column, and so on. The analytes are strongly retained by the solid phase due to hydrophobic, electrostatic, or affinity interaction when they are passing through the solid phase zone. After washing the solid phase, the purified/concentrated analytes are finally released by injecting an eluent. Numerous kinds of extraction cartridges are commercially available in the world, which help us to analyze real samples containing many kinds/large amounts of impurities.

In microfluidic devices for MCE, Kutter et al. firstly applied SPE by the modification of the inner surface of the microchannel with octadecyltrimethoxysilane as a solid phase [13]. Then, a lot of SPE and related techniques have been developed in microfluidic devices [14−16], resulting in the selective and sensitive analyses with small consumption of analytes as compared to the conventional off-line procedures.

Regarding the recent studies on combinations of micro-SPE to MCE, Cakal and his coworkers reported a simple combination of MCE and SPE using a polymer monolith [17]. The SPE column was located at the cross injector of the MCE channel made from borofloat glass, and it was formed by a photopolymerization. The fabricated column showed the high stability over 50 times under the electrokinetic fluidic control, and it maintained the analytical performance with an 100-fold improvement of the LOD of catecholamines as compared to MCE without SPE. Kang et al. also fabricated the multi-layer PDMS/glass hybrid microchip with a polymer monolithic column and pressure valves [18]. During SPE, a sample solution was hydrodynamically introduced into a SPE column by controlling the pressure valves. After the elution, the eluted analytes were electrokinetically injected into the separation channel and then detected by the amperometric electrodes fabricated into the channel. In this device, dopamine was 80-fold concentrated by the SPE relative to the conventional microchip zone electrophoresis (MCZE) without SPE. Proczek demonstrated the simple SPE using a polymer monolithic column for electrochromatography [19]. The acrylate-based monolith was synthesized in the glass microdevice by the photopolymerization. Polyaromatic hydrocarbons were directly introduced into the monolithic channel, and then extracted at the head of the column. After introducing the eluting buffer into the channel, the analytes could migrate into the monolithic column, resulting in the good separation based on the microchip electrochromatography (MCEC) with a 270-fold sensitivity enhancement within 120 s of preconcentration. Multifunctional protein processing chip with an integrated digestion, SPE, MCE, and electrospray was developed by Wang and Harrison [20]. The trypsin-immobilized beads for the on-line digestion and copolymeric reversed-phase-immobilized beads for SPE were packed into the channel in series by the dam structures as shown in Figure 1−I, providing a rapid on-chip digestion of cytochrome c within 3 min in contrast to the 2 h required for the conventional tryptic digestion in the solution phase. As a result, the observed signal in total ion chromatogram was 20-fold enhanced by SPE in MS detec-

![Figure 1. (I) Schematic of the protein preparation chip, with integrated tryptic digestion and SPE beds, a double-T injector for CE and an electrospray tip. The lower drawings show the detail of the 150 μm deep, 800 μm wide “fat channels” in which 40 to 60-μm diameter beads are trapped. (II) Total ion electropherograms (TIE) for cytochrome c digested off-chip with and without integrated SPE. (A) TIE of 4 μM cytochrome c without SPE step; (B) TIE of 0.4 μM cytochrome c with SPE, using an integrated 4 mm long SPE bed and a 20 times volume ratio (120 μL in/6 μL out). Reproduced from ref. [20] with permission.](image-url)
tion relative to that without SPE (Figure 1–II), increasing the capability of protein processing. The other type of the SPE device using microbeads was reported by Tennico and Remcho [21]. Functionalized magnetic particles of which core/clad were iron oxide/silica, respectively, were synthesized and the surfaces were then modified with octadecylsilane. The magnetic beads can be easily immobilized in a capillary/microchannel by applying a magnetic field relative to the packed beads column which needs a frit structure. The preconcentration efficiency was not described but the highly reproducible SPE–CE/MCE analysis was demonstrated with the simple experimental procedure. The similar techniques using magnetic microparticles modified with an antigen were reported by Ambrosi et al. [22]. In the paper, the EOF was used to move the modified magnetic particles and sample solution, while an electrophoretic separation was not conducted. However, this technique will be applied to the MCE analysis of biogenic compounds in the near future.

In brief summary, recent progresses in a fabrication of microfluidics allow SPE and related techniques to be easily applicable to MCE, providing a highly sensitive analysis of the various compounds on a chip. Further improvements of fabrications of stationary phases in microfluidics will demonstrate more highly effective and sensitive analyses in MCE.

3. Affinity capturing and related techniques

Affinity capturing is also an important procedure for the specific preconcentration and separation based on the interaction between analytes and affinity ligands. Briefly, affinity ligands are encapsulated or immobilized onto a column fabricated in a microchannel. When a sample solution is introduced into the channel, only the analytes having a specific interaction with ligands are captured onto the column, whereas those having no interaction penetrate. The captured analytes are then released by introducing an elution buffer after washing the column, providing the highly specific preconcentration. This technique also has been applied to CE and MCE formats, e.g., an application to two-dimensional MCE [23], immunoaffinity gel electrophoresis [24, 25], chemical immobilization onto a monolithic column for affinity electrophoretic analysis [26], encapsulation of the biomolecules based on the sol-gel technologies [27], and so on [28], realizing the specific and rapid analyses of the biogenic compounds with small consumptions of samples/reagents. Recently, many researchers focus on the encapsulation of ligands into the hydrophilic gels since the affinity of the encapsulated ligands is well kept as compared to the other chemical immobilization techniques.

Many applications of affinity capturing using gel columns formed in a microchannel to MCE have been reported by Mathies and his coworkers [29, 30]. Yeung developed a streptavidin-immobilized short gel column in a microchannel nearby a cross-type injector [29]. The DNA containing specific configuration of a base was amplified by PCR using a biotin-modified primer. When the solution of the PCR product was then introduced into the gel column, the only the specific double-stranded DNA was captured at the column due to the strong interaction between streptavidin and biotin-modified DNA, resulting in the purification of the analytes. The captured double-stranded DNA was then melted by increasing temperature and released from the column (Figure 2–I). The unreacted primers and dyes were well removed by the affinity column as shown in Figure 2–II, so that the detected signals were 10–50-fold enhanced as compared to the traditional methods. Liu developed a twelve-lane capillary array microchip and scan system for further high-throughput DNA analysis, allowing 12 tandem repeat analysis of DNA to be completed in 30 min without any manual process intervention [30]. At the same time, the sensitivity was improved at least 10-fold relative to the conventional cross injection scheme. Hokkanen and his colleagues developed the silicon-glass hybrid microchips with a SPE cavity, electrophoresis channel, and conductivity detection electrodes [31]. The cavity was filled with a recombinant anti-testosterone Fab-fragments-immobilized Sepharose gel. As a result of the affinity capturing–MCZE operations, the selective preconcentration of fluorescently labeled testosterone and subsequent MCZE analysis were demonstrated in the fabricated device. An integrated microfluidic device containing affinity column was also reported by Yang and Woolley [32]. A part of an inner surface of a poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) microchannel was modified with an antigen as affinity column by using photopolymerization of acrylate derivatives. The proposed device could quantify fluorescently labeled α-fetoprotein at ca. 1 ng/mL levels in ca. 10 µL of human serum in a few tens of minutes.

Consequently, it is indicated that high-throughput, highly sensitive, and selective analyses of biogenic compounds can be demonstrated by the combination of affinity capturing and MCE. In the future, various affinity ligands will be employed to realize μTASs of biogenic compounds for clinical/pharmaceutical diagnoses.

4. Filtering and related techniques

Filtering techniques are also useful pretreatments in real sample analyses, especially in analyses of large biogenic compounds containing protein, DNA, and so on. These large molecules are accumulated by the filtering membrane of which pore size is smaller than the analyte molecules, providing the effective preconcentration and purification of the bioanalytes. In a microfluidic device, the filter is made up into the microfluidic device during the fabrication of the microchannel or formed in the microchannel after fabricating the microfluidic device [33–36]. Especially, the filters made from polymeric gels or monolithic structures are advantageous be-
cause they can be formed anywhere and their filtrating characteristics can be controlled by the conditions of preparation. It was difficult to change the pore size after a preparation of the membrane, while the membrane filtration provided the 100–10 000-fold sensitivity enhancement in MCE [24, 36].

In 2003, Dai and Crooks reported a novel filtration technique for ionic compounds using a membrane with nanopores located between the fabricated microchannels on the PDMS substrates [37]. Wang and Han then investigated that the enrichment effect was based on the polarization/depletion of an ion concentration [38]. Briefly, the preconcentration is based on a suppression of a transport of charged compounds into nano-sized channels by an electrostatic repulsion. When an inner surface of a channel is positively/negatively charged, electric double layer (EDL) is formed nearby the inner surface of the channel and it prohibited an approach of an ion with a same polarity (co-ion). Debye length, which means a thickness of the EDLs, is in order of a few nanometers under a uniform surface charge distributions and electrolyte concentration of a buffer. Thus, the EDL does not affect the migration of charged molecules in the conventional microchannels of which depth and width are 10–100 µm. On the other hand, the EDLs sometimes can overlap in submicron/nano-size channels/ pores under a low electrolyte concentration below 0.1 mM. The counter–ions, which have an opposite polarity to the inner surface, can be transported through the nanochannel/nanopores, while the co–ions cannot due to the electrostatic repulsion. As a result, the co-ions are accumulated in front of the charged nanochannel/nanopores due to the ion depletion. The electrokinetic preconcentration using a nano-channel can demonstrate a million-fold enhancement of the sensitivity [39], so that the many researchers have studied for the highly effective preconcentration of ionic compounds. Related techniques based on the similar concept were often called electrokinetic trapping and applied to the various analyses such as immunoassay [40], enhanced enzyme assay [41], and also MCE [42].

During 2009–2011, some papers were reported on the combination of the electrokinetic trapping with MCE [43–45]. Kuo et al. developed the electrokinetic trapping of DNA using a closed valve fabricated in the PDMS microchannel as shown in Figure 3–I [43]. The inner surface of the channel and closed valve were covered with ionic polymer bilayer, providing the formation of the negatively charged nano-scale channel at the valve. DNA was successfully concentrated by using the closed valve (Figure 3–II), and ca. 3600-fold improvement of the sensitivity within 1.9 min of operation and separation in microchip gel electrophoresis were demonstrated by opening/closing the valve. The other type of preconcentrator based on electrokinetic trapping was developed by Nge and Woolley [44]. An ion-permeable membrane consisting of acrylamide, N,N'-methylene-bisacrylamide, and 2-(acrylamide)-2-methylpropane-sulfonate was formed in the microchannel nearby the injection intersection. Anionic proteins were excluded from the porous membrane based on both the size and charge, resulting in the effective preconcentration prior to the separation by MCE. As compared to the protein analysis without an electrokinetic trapping,

![Figure 2. Schematic of the streptavidin-gel capture method for purifying and concentrating forensic PCR products. STR samples are generated with one primer labeled with fluorescent dye and one with biotin. The PCR reaction is electrophoresed through the photopolymerized cross-linked polyacrylamide gel network where the double-stranded DNA products bind strongly to the streptavidin-modified gel. Unbound PCR reactants are washed off, effecting purification, concentration, and desalting. The fluorescently labeled single-stranded DNA is then released for electrophoresis by melting the duplex DNA. (A) Fluorescence images showing the progress of a typical streptavidin affinity capture–MCE operation. (B) The biotin-PCR products bind to streptavidin and concentrate at the entrance of the capture gel within one minute. (C) Unbound PCR products are washed off with 1×TTE. (D) After the denaturant wash, the captured DNA band disperses across the capture gel. (E) The device is then heated up to 65°C to release the products and (F) electrophoresed at 250 V/cm toward the anode. Reproduced from ref. [29] with permission.](image-url)
10-40-fold enhancements of the observed signals were achieved with 1–4 min preconcentration. Yamamoto and Suzuki also reported about the electrokinetic trapping using an acrylamide-made gel membrane comprising 2-acrylamidoglycolic acid as a permselective preconcentrator [45]. In this device, weak acids of which $pK_a$ is approximately 6 can be trapped in front of the gel membrane, whereas a strong acid of which $pK_a$ is below 2 cannot. The authors clarified that the permselectivity of the gel membrane depended on the dissociation of carboxylate of glycolic acid of which $pK_a$ of ca. 4. This method displays a sensitivity enhancement factor of up to $10^5$ within 3 min.

The other electrokinetic trapping devices using polycarbonate nanoporous membrane [46] or titania nanoporous membrane [47] were also reported without connecting MCE. An application of these techniques to the MCE-based analysis is expected for the realization of a simple and highly sensitive diagnosis with a small sample consumption.

5. Polymerase chain reaction and related techniques

Microchip gel electrophoresis (MCGE) is widely used as a powerful separation tool for genomic researches [48–50]. In DNA analysis using a microfluidic device, however, we often face a significant issue that the amount of the obtained DNA is less than that required for the detection. SPE and filtering can be employed to improve the detectability of DNA analyses in microfluidic devices [51, 52], while it is difficult for these techniques to concentrate specific DNA related on single nucleotide polymorphisms. For molecular biology, genomics, diagnosis, and so on, PCR is often employed to amplify the specific DNA. In PCR, briefly, DNA was mixed with a PCR matrix containing a DNA polymerase and then amplified under a repetition of a thermal cycle consisting high temperature ($\sim 94^\circ$C) for denaturation, low one for annealing (50–60 $^\circ$C), and middle one for extension ($\sim 70^\circ$ C) steps. In a microfluidic device of which volume of microchambers/channels is extremely small, temperature of a sample solution can be varied easily and rapidly. Thus, a further high-throughput PCR with a shorter amplification time can be employed as compared to commercialized
batch PCR procedures. The various microfluidic PCR devices have been developed for these years [52–56], and some of them were directly combined with MCE on a chip to improve an efficiency of gene assay [57, 58].

Recently, Mathies and his coworkers have vigorously studied on the microchips containing PCR and MCGE for high throughput DNA analysis [59–62]. Limiting after 2009, an integrated PCR–MCGE microdevice with an in-line affinity capture gel (ACG) was developed by Thaitrong [59]. The in-line capture gel was synthesized in the microchannel in front of the separation channel for MCGE, which provided the 3.5-fold increase in signal intensities and improved resolution compared to the device containing the side arm capturing. This advance is exploited to successfully detect *Escherichia coli* O157 in a 500-fold higher background of *E. coli* K12. Beyor demonstrated a microfluidic device for pathogen detection integrating cell capturing by immunoaffinity magnetic microbeads, PCR, and MCGE [60]. The device realized a sensitive detection of *E. coli* O157 in the presence of *E. coli* K12 at a ratio of 1:1000. A further improved microdevice integrating sequence-specific DNA template purification using immunoaffinity magnetic microbeads, PCR employed by a fabricated micro-heater, ACG, and MCGE was reported by Liu as shown in Figure 4 [61]. The analyses of 9-plex DNA in human oral swabs were well conducted in the single microdevice for ca. 3 hours, which included the 15 min of cell lysis, 45 min of DNA digestion and hybridization, 40 min of DNA template capture and washing, 40 min of DNA amplification, and 30 min of post-PCR clean-up, in-line capturing, and MCGE as compared to a conventional forensic STR typing for 7–8 hours. Scherer et al. developed the instrument for the automated multi-channel PCR–MCE device to realize a high-throughput analysis of DNA [62]. In the paper, a compact, self-contained instrument for a control and detection of the high-throughput integrated microfluidic device was developed and named multichannel capillary array electrophoresis portable scanner (McCAEPS), which showed good resolutions and similar signal to noise ratio as compared to those obtained by previous reports [58]. These integrated microsystems will be a significant advance in the development of high-throughput and highly sensitive µTAS for on-site DNA analysis.

The other PCR–integrated device was demonstrated by Zhong and Lin [63]. They also reported the PCR–MCGE device integrating microfabricated heater and resistance temperature detector, allowing 30 complete PCR cycles in about 33 min. As a result, a rapid assay of hepatitis B virus was performed in less than 45 min.

In brief conclusion, the integration of PCR and related techniques with MCE can provide the versatile DNA analysis, especially for the clinical, forensic, and genomic diagnoses. In the near future, it is expected that further connection of microfluidic PCR devices such as rolling circle amplification [64, 65] with MCE will be developed to realize a high-throughput DNA analysis.

### 6. Other preconcentration techniques

In the former sections, the integrations of SPE, filtering, electrokinetic trapping, and PCR with MCE were described. In this section, the other type of preconcentration techniques combined with MCE or those expected to be connected with MCE are introduced [66–75].

Noblitt et al. were integrated a water-based condensation growth tube collector with an MCE device, providing the real-time and online monitoring of aerosol composition as shown in Figure 5 [66]. As compared to the conventional particle-into-liquid sampler–ion chromatography (PILS–IC), a comparable sensitivity was observed.
by the developed device with one-third and one-fifth the time resolution in on-site real time monitoring due to the shorter analysis time in MCE than that in IC.

Droplet-membrane-droplet liquid phase microextraction (LPME) was combined with MCE by Sikanen and his coworkers [67]. In the demonstrated device, the sample inlet reservoir was simply covered with a supported liquid membrane (SLM) sustained in the pores of a small piece of a flat poly(propylene) membrane. The model analytes were extracted from sample droplets, through 1-octanol as SLM, and into acceptor droplets. Unfortunately, the recoveries of the model analytes were not so high (13−66%). However, the author believes that a further optimization will allow an improved device based on this simple concept to achieve a further effective extraction.

MCEC analyses are basically connectable to on-line SPE, so that the application of on-line SPE to MCEC analyses by using novel stationary phases such as vertically aligned carbon nanotubes [68], various beads [69], and the other electrochromatographic techniques [70], will provide a highly sensitive and effective analysis in the future.

Liu reported a development of a microfluidic device for fluorescence in situ hybridization (µFlowFISH) [71]. In the device, cells are introduced into the FISH chamber formed into the microchannel by cross-linked poly (acrylamide). The accumulated cells were then treated with fluorescent probes. This device provided the quantitative detection of microbial cells from a complex sample by connecting flow cytometry. The author understands that a connection of µFlowFISH device to on-line lysisation and MCE will contribute to a selective and sensitive analysis of the specific cell lysate.

Additionally, connections of other preconcentration and pretreatment techniques, such as dielectrophoresis and related techniques [72−74], and microdroplet extraction [75], to MCE also will contribute to the sensitive microfluidic analysis in the future.

7. Conclusion

Recent developments and improvements of the on-line coupling of the sample preconcentrator to MCE allow the microfluidic devices to demonstrate the highly sensitive analyses based on the concept of µTAS. In addition, a lot of studies on on-line sample preconcentrations in CE/MCE have been actively reported as mentioned above, helping us to improve the sensitivity with an easy experimental procedure [9−12]. On the other hand, various sensitive detection schemes have been developed and applied in microfluidics, providing a sensitive detection of the non-fluorescent analytes or selective detection based on an affinity [76]. Furthermore, the studies on a development of small/portable instruments for an on-site or point-of-care analysis have been also in progress [77]. In the near future, the author believes that these different approaches will be combined to realize the highly sensitive, effective, high-throughput analysis with a low cost and easy procedure.
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